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Callas

An eye-catcher at the table? No problem at all with Callas.
It’s no coincidence that these dining room chairs are
named after the legendary opera diva: Like the Greek-
American soprano, Callas from Leolux has its eccentricities,
but also puts on a fantastic performance.

The Callas dining room chair lends itself perfectly to
expressive choices. The front, back and legs can be
defined separately per chair, so you can make a mix that
fits perfectly with your taste. 

Features

Available as dining room chair
Legs are available in three grey tones in epoxy or
colourful in Leolux lacquer.
The seat bucket can be covered in at most two
materials or colours.

Even more exquisite is Callas Artisan: a hand sewn spine
replaces the zipper at the back.
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  Callas - dining-room chair

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 63
  Length: 50
  Height: 88
  Seat width: 50
  Seat depth: 44
  Seat height: 47
  Back height: 43
   

  Callas - dining-room chair Artisan

  
Dimensions (cm)
  Width: 63
  Length: 50
  Height: 88
  Seat width: 50
  Seat depth: 44
  Seat height: 47
  Back height: 43
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Body                                           
Foamed beech laminate

Subframe
Steel standard 3 colour epoxy (E1700 Pearl Matt, E1500 Granite Matt, E2100 Charcoal Matt)
Option: All Leolux epoxy and lacquer colours, RAL&Sikkens (except Style)

Foot caps
Black plastic with felt, foot cap in black plastic delivered separately

Embroidery
Flat seam, double-stich seam and zip in Antique Silver

Filling                    
Top side, seat; 3.5 cm PU/HR moulded foam sg 50 kg/m³, covering Leoskin
Front side, back; 3 cm PU/HR (moulded foam) sg 50 kg/m³, covering Leoskin
Top side, back; 2 cm PU/HR (moulded foam) sg 50 kg/m³, covering Leoskin
Rear side, back; 1 – 2.5, cm PU/HR (moulded foam) sg 50 kg/m³, covering Leoskin

Design
Frans Schrofer, 2015
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